
Coffee with the Board 

Oct. 19, 2016 

High School Library – 3:30 p.m. 

Board members: Mary Bruscato 

Administrator: Dr. Anderson 

 

Approximately 25 teachers joined the Board for about a 55 minute discussion. The following 

questions/comments were raised: 

 

1. Safety Issues 

Several questions were raised about safety issues following the active shooter training in each 

building: 

a. Pull down shades or similar on the door windows in classrooms 

b. Interior science wing windows – Can there be bullet resistant film installed? Or blinds? 

There is no place to hide unseen right now. 

c. What things are being done to help lock the various types of interior doors in the 

buildings?  

d. Unannounced lockdowns could cause some problems at the high school if students text 

out information during the drill (not knowing it’s not real). 

Dr. Anderson shared information about the issues with the bullet-resistant film and the 

devices for blocking doors during an active shooter incident. Many different doors are in 

use, so the approaches would be different. 

 

2. ECC Closing 

How accurate are the rumors that the ECC is closing? 

Mrs. Bruscato shared that there are no plans to close the ECC. The Board has not discussed this. 

 

3. Grounds and Field Maintenance Issues 

a. It was reported that the grass field at Elmwood is very lumpy. 

Dr. Anderson shared discussions that have been held to remedy this situation. The field would 

have to be out of use for play for a spring/summer season if the area needs to be tilled and 

leveled. Top-dressing and seeding may be a quicker process and could be investigated. 

b. Wood chips are needed at Mills under the fitness equipment. Also, pellets are needed at 

the ECC playground. 

Dr. Anderson is checking with Mr. Zamora and the Village about this maintenance. 

 

4. Curriculum Issues 

Will workbooks be disappearing from orders next year at the elementaries? 

This is probably referring to the new STEMScopes program, where blackline masters and online 

resources will be used. 

 

5. Payroll 

EPET is still concerned about continuing issues, including the double addition of sick days for 

some staff in summer 2015 and the missing of dues for about 45 members on the last paycheck. 

Dr. Anderson shared the reasons for these errors and they relate to areas of Skyward that are 

just being utilized under the new HR manager. 

 

 



6. Copiers 

It was brought up that copier continue to jam and cause problems when staff members are 

trying to do copy jobs. These problems are not new and Mr. Kinane is trying to address them as 

they come up. Humidity plays a big role in the problem. 

 

 

7. Internet Connectivity 

Concerns were raised that high school access slows way down when students are passing in the 

hallways. How will they be able to handle the new tech devices in the near future? 

Dr. Anderson shared that this is caused by student phones hitting the access points during 

passing periods and the tech dept. is working on this. 

 

 

8. Access to Buildings on Weekends 

The question was raised about where the District is in finding ways to let staff in on the 

weekends to work in their rooms or make copies.  

Mrs. Bruscato discussed the problems with safety issues when staff are in the buildings by 

themselves. This was discussed by the B&G Committee and not advanced.  

 

9. Tech Training 

Mrs. Bruscato asked how the tech PD was going with staff? There were numerous very positive 

comments, especially about the trainers. 

 

10. Technology 

a. Will the ECC have continued staff training? Will they receive more devices and training? 

Why are they receiving fewer CPDUs for the tech training? 

Dr. Anderson shared the plan for serving the ECC and that is receiving less overall 

training due to the fact the their time with students is short and the District is not 

expecting PK-K students to be spending much time on tech. 

b. Will more assistive technology be available for SPED classrooms and teachers? 

Dr. Anderson shared that this will be part of the SPED audit being conducted and with 

the new SPED approach being addressed in the District. LASEC does not have anyone 

with assistive tech expertise available to us any longer. 

 

11. SPED Program Support 

The question came up about the future of SPED classrooms and co-teaching. They were asking 

for a more unified approach and this is in the works. Dr. Wade is meeting with all SPED teachers 

in the near future.  

 

 

The meeting adjourned at about 4:30 p.m. 

 


